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Summary of Key Terminology

Super learner (SL)

Name

High-dimensional propensity score (HDPS)
Collaborative targeted maximum likelihood
estimation (CTMLE)

Plasmode simulation

Parametric prediction models
Machine learning prediction models
LASSO regression

Ensemble learning

Description
An ensemble method for prediction modeling that forms
a set of predicted values based on the optimal weighted
combination of a set of user-specified prediction models
An automated variable selection algorithm designed to
identify confounding variables within electronic health
care databases
An extension of the doubly robust targeted maximum
likelihood estimation (TMLE) method. CTMLE extends
TMLE by using an iterative forward selection process to
construct a series of TMLE estimators, where each
successive TMLE estimator controls for 1 additional
variable and then selects the estimator that minimizes
the cross-validated prediction error for the outcome (see
Appendix for details).
Process for simulating synthetic data. Empirical data are
incorporated into the simulation process in order to more
accurately reflect the complex relations that occur among
baseline covariates in practice.
Prediction models that assume a finite set of parameters
Prediction models that are nonparametric and can adapt
to a given data set (data-adaptive)
A regularized regression method that uses penalized
maximum likelihood estimation to shrink imprecise
model coefficients toward zero. Recent studies have
shown that regularized regression models can perform
well for variable selection in high-dimensional covariate
data sets.
A machine learning strategy for prediction modeling in
which multiple individual machine learning prediction
models are combined to obtain better predictive
performance than any of the single algorithms
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Abstract
Background: Patient-centered outcomes research (PCOR) can be successful only with valid
analytics. The routine operation of the US health care system produces an abundance of
electronically stored data that capture the care of patients as it is provided in settings outside
of controlled research environments. The potential for utilizing these data to inform future
treatment choices and improve patient care and outcomes in the very system that generates
the data is widely acknowledged. Given these key properties of secondary data and the
abundance of electronic health care databases covering millions of patients, it is critical to
strengthen the rigor of causal inferences that can be drawn from such data. Innovative analytic
approaches based on defined algorithms that will maximize confounding control have recently
been developed—high-dimensional propensity score (HDPS) and collaborative targeted
maximum likelihood estimation (CTMLE)—that (1) are grounded in epidemiological principles of
causal inference and (2) maximize confounding adjustment in a given data source. Their
performance is not well understood in many relevant settings. We will evaluate such methods
in empirical studies and complex simulations based on empirical data structures.
Objectives: Implement, adapt, and compare novel algorithmic approaches for improved
confounding control in clinical effectiveness research (CER) using available health care
databases. Using simulation studies, we will characterize and optimize the performance of
these algorithms, then disseminate insights concerning these methods through publications
and symposia/conferences and provide an interactive webpage with free software and result
libraries.
Methods: We evaluated the performance of data-adaptive algorithms for variable selection and
propensity score (PS) estimation using both simulations and empirical examples that reflect a
range of settings common to large electronic health care databases. The algorithms included
the HDPS, a combination of super-learner prediction modeling and HDPS, a modified version of
CTMLE that is scalable to large health care databases, and a number of traditional machine
learning algorithms. We based simulations on the plasmode framework in which empirical data
are incorporated into the simulation process to more accurately reflect the complex relations
that occur among baseline covariates in practice.
Results: Overall, the basic heuristic of variable reduction in the HDPS adjustment performed
well in diverse settings. However, the HDPS can be sensitive to the number of variables
included for adjustment and severe overfitting of the PS model can negatively impact the
properties of effect estimates. Combining the HDPS with the modified version of CTMLE
performed well for many of the scenarios considered but was sensitive to parameter
specifications within the modified algorithm. Combining the HDPS with super learner (SL) was
the most consistent selection strategy and may be promising for semiautomated data-adaptive
PS estimation and confounding control in high-dimensional covariate data sets.
4

Conclusions: This project provides guidance on the optimal use and advantages of novel dataadaptive methods for variable selection and PS estimation for CER. This project is the first to
adapt, test, and improve novel approaches based on the combination of SL, CTMLE, and HDPS
for variable selection and confounding control in CER using routine care data. We found that
combining the HDPS with SL prediction modeling is promising for data-adaptive PS estimation
in large health care databases. We provided free software with instructions and guidance to
enhance the utility of the proposed methods.
Limitations and subpopulation considerations: The application of data-adaptive algorithms in
electronic health care data is promising, but no single method was optimal across all data sets
and scenarios. While plasmode simulations and empirical examples allow investigators to
evaluate methods in settings that reflect real-world practice, they also make it difficult to
elucidate reasons for observed differences in the performance across methods. This project
provides strong evidence for the utility of data-adaptive algorithms in electronic health care
data—in particular the combination of SL with the HDPS—and provides guidance and software
for implementing the recommended tools. However, more research is needed to elucidate
specific factors that influence the performance of the discussed methods.
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Background
Patient-centered outcomes research (PCOR) can be successful only with valid analytics.
The routine operation of the US health care system produces an abundance of electronically
stored data that capture the care of patients as it is provided in settings outside of controlled
research environments. The potential for utilizing these data to inform future treatment
choices and improve patient care and outcomes in the very system that generates the data is
widely acknowledged,1 although these data are still underused for evidence generation.2
Particularly for elderly multimorbid patients and other vulnerable patient groups who are often
excluded from randomized trials, these data, properly analyzed, are key to improving care.
Further, such secondary data reflect the health outcomes as they occur in routine care, a main
goal of PCOR.
Despite the long list of potential advantages of evaluating drug effects in existing
databases—speed, statistical power, reflecting routine health care, and inclusion of elderly
patients and those with multiple medical conditions—the greatest challenge remains bias
caused by confounding by indication due to selective prescribing based on disease severity and
patient prognosis.3,4 With limited confounder information and in the absence of a randomized
treatment assignment, it may be difficult to distinguish between an outcome resulting from a
drug treatment and one due to the underlying disease for which the drug was prescribed.
Several prominent studies have failed due to this challenge, including nonrandomized studies
on the effectiveness of statin medications.5-10
A fundamental flaw of current approaches to mitigate confounding in health care
database analyses is that they rely on the investigator to specify all factors that may confound a
causal drug–outcome association. Most investigators fail to identify all confounders because, in
fact, some empirical confounders are unknown at the time of ground-breaking research.
Further, traditional outcome regression modeling, propensity score (PS) methods, and data
mining approaches generally rely on a limited number of investigator-defined covariates (often
< 50).11
Health care databases (claims, electronic health records, most registries) are as much a
description of medical sociology under economic constraints as they are records of delivered
6

health care.12 Consequently, information contained in such databases may be understood and
analyzed as a high-dimensional set of proxy factors that indirectly describe the health status of
patients through several lenses, most importantly the lenses of health care access and the
treating physician.2 Once candidate proxies or patterns that stand in for the underlying
conditions are identified, methods for assessing their relevance to the study at hand are well
established.13,14 Analytic methods are likely to receive more accurate and precise results with
algorithmic approaches that use empirical associations in the data to identify variables that are
strongly associated with both treatment and outcome (empirical confounders), which can then
be used to supplement investigator-identified confounders to improve confounding control in
high-dimensional covariate spaces through proxy adjustment.15-17 Such proxy-based approaches
are just beginning to penetrate CER but show high promise.18
The high-dimensional propensity score (HDPS) is becoming one of the more widely used
semiautomated variable selection algorithms for proxy-based adjustment in comparative
effectiveness studies using electronic health care databases.19 A growing body of evidence
shows that the HDPS can often improve confounding control when used to complement expert
knowledge for variable selection.20-22 Although the algorithm can complement expert
knowledge to improve confounding control, the challenge of determining which and how many
of the HDPS-generated empirical confounders to include in the adjustment set remains.
When working with secondary data that were not collected for research purposes, it is
recommended that investigators be generous when specifying the number of variables for
adjustment, since empirically identified confounders can sometimes act as proxies for
unmeasured factors.19 While this approach increases the likelihood of adjusting for
instrumental variables or colliders, simulation studies have shown that the increase in bias—
which can occur when adjusting for such variables—is generally small compared with the bias
caused by excluding confounding variables.23,24 Rassen et al16 further argued that overfitting is
not the primary concern when modeling the PS since the goal of the PS is to remove imbalances
in the data at hand rather than to be generalizable to other data sets. In electronic health care
data, however, potentially thousands of variables are available to be selected as empirical
confounders. In these settings selection rules that are too generous can be impractical and lead
7

to overparameterized and unstable PS models. The effects of overfitting these models are not
well understood, and how analysts can determine the optimal number of empirical
confounders for adjustment in high-dimensional covariate settings remains unclear.
In this study, we compared several data-adaptive algorithms for prediction modeling
and variable selection when estimating propensity scores within electronic health care data
sets. We considered a library of algorithms that consists of both nonparametric and parametric
models. We also considered novel strategies for prediction modeling that combine the HDPS
with SL prediction modeling, collaborative targeted maximum likelihood estimation (CTMLE),
and other penalized regression.25-29 We then evaluated the performance of these methods
using real empirical examples and plasmode simulations, which incorporate empirical data into
the simulation structure to preserve the complex relations among baseline covariates that are
observed in real-world practice.30
The overarching aims of our research were to develop, implement, adapt, and compare
novel data-adaptive algorithmic approaches for variable selection and prediction modeling that
can be used in combination with the HDPS to help researchers improve confounding control in
large health care databases. These novel methodological tools have the potential to improve
the rigor of causal inference in CER when using secondary health care databases to evaluate
associations between medical products and clinical outcomes. Using both real-world data and
simulation studies, we aim to characterize and optimize the performance of these algorithms
and disseminate insights concerning these methods through publications and
symposia/conferences, and to provide an interactive webpage with free software and result
libraries.
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Participation of patients and other stakeholders in the design
and conduct of research and dissemination of findings
The Division of Pharmacoepidemiology (DoPE) Patient Advisory Board is an organization
of patients who demonstrate above-average knowledge of navigating health care systems as
well as an interest in treatment safety and efficacy. The board was established to guide DoPE’s
research toward patient-centered outcomes. Meeting each quarter, members assist
investigators by (1) identifying key problems they encounter in health care delivery; (2) advising
on the most important questions of interest in comparative effectiveness research; (3) acting as
a sounding board for consumer-facing study materials; (4) representing patients’ voices in all
stages of research conduct; and (5) helping ensure that key findings are disseminated in ways
that are accessible to patients and families. Dr. Schneeweiss met with the DoPE Stakeholder
Engagement Group. He began by orienting the group with background material on the benefits
and challenges of conducting patient-centered comparative effectiveness research in
administrative databases; he then provided an overview of the project and the plans for the
coming months. He received a number of questions and comments from the group. Dr.
Schneeweiss also met with this group to provide updates on the progress of the project and to
receive ongoing input.
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Methods
The methods section is broadly divided into 2 parts: Section 1 will describe the methods
used in the evaluation of numerous prediction algorithms in estimating the PS using 3 empirical
data sources. Section 2 will describe the methods used in the plasmode simulations.30 Plasmode
simulations allow us to construct simulated data for which true causal associations are known
while maintaining the complex relations between baseline covariates that are observed in
practice. The basic principle of plasmode data sets is to take the observed data structure,
change the outcome status according to an imposed relationship between the outcome with
both treatment and baseline covariates, and analyze the resulting data using the methods for
comparison. This approach is increasingly used for methodological research in both genomics
and pharmacoepidemiology.30 The resulting simulated data sets have a known exposure effect,
but the correlation structure between baseline covariates and treatment assignments remains
unaltered. Since all associations between baseline covariates with the outcome are simulated,
all confounding variables along with the true treatment effect are known by design. Therefore,
we can compare the performance of various methods for confounding control within simulated
data that maintains much of the data complexity observed in practice. We will work with
several data sources, which will provide variation in the underlying empirical data structure. We
followed an analysis plan that outlined how the simulation setup would be constructed.

1) Evaluating prediction algorithms using empirical data
1.1) Data sources and study cohorts: We used 3 data sets in the evaluation of the predictive
performance of various data-adaptive algorithms (Table 1): the Novel Oral Anticoagulant
Prescribing (NOAC) data set, the Nonsteroidal Anti-inflammatory Drugs (NSAID) data set, and
the Vytorin data set. These data sets have been described in previous studies, and descriptions
are provided in the Appendix.16,19,31 Each data set consisted of 2 types of covariates: baseline
covariates that were selected a priori using expert knowledge, and claims codes. Baseline
covariates include demographic variables (eg, age, sex, census region, race) and other
predefined covariates that were selected a priori using expert knowledge. Claims codes
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included information on diagnostic, drug, and procedural insurance claims for individuals within
the health care databases.
1. NOAC study: The NOAC data set was generated to track a cohort of new users of oral
anticoagulants to study the comparative safety and effectiveness of warfarin versus
dabigatran in preventing stroke. United Healthcare collected the data between October
2009 and December 2012. The data set includes 18 447 observations, 60 baseline
covariates, and 23 531 claims code covariates. Each claims code within the data set
records the number of times that the specific code occurred for each patient within a
prespecified baseline period prior to initiating treatment. The claims code covariates fall
into 4 categories, or data dimensions: inpatient diagnoses, outpatient diagnoses,
inpatient procedures, and outpatient procedures.
2. NSAID study: The NSAID data set was constructed to compare new users of a
selective COX-2 inhibitor with those using a nonselective NSAID in the risk of
gastrointestinal bleed. The observations were drawn from a population of patients aged
65 years and older enrolled in both Medicare and the Pennsylvania Pharmaceutical
Assistance Contract for the Elderly programs between 1995 and 2002. The data set
consists of 49 653 observations, with 22 baseline covariates and 9470 claims code. The
claims code covariates fell into 8 data dimensions: prescription drugs, ambulatory
diagnoses, hospital diagnoses, nursing home diagnoses, ambulatory procedures,
hospital procedures, doctor diagnoses, and doctor procedures.
3. Vytorin study: This data set was generated to track a cohort of new users of Vytorin
and high-intensity statin therapies. The data were collected to study the effects of these
medications on the combined outcome, myocardial infarction, stroke, and death. The
data set includes all United Healthcare patients who were aged 65 or older on the day of
entry into the study cohort and covers the period of January 1, 2003, to December 31,
2012. The data set includes 148 327 observations, 67 baseline covariates, and 15 010
code covariates. The claims code covariates fell into 5 data dimensions: ambulatory
diagnoses, ambulatory procedures, prescription drugs, hospital diagnoses, and hospital
procedures.
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For each data set, we randomly selected 80% of the data as the training set and the rest as the
testing set. We centered and scaled each of the covariates as some algorithms are sensitive to
the magnitude of the covariates. We conducted model fitting and selection on only the training
set and assessed the goodness of fit of all the models on only the testing set to ensure objective
measures of prediction reliability.
1.2) The high-dimensional propensity score algorithm (HDPS): The HDPS is an
automated variable selection algorithm designed to identify confounding variables within
electronic health care databases. Health care claims databases contain multiple data
dimensions, where each dimension represents a different aspect of health care utilization (eg,
outpatient procedures, inpatient procedures, medication claims). When implementing the
HDPS, the investigator first specifies how many variables to consider within each data
dimension. Following the notation of Schneeweiss et al,19 we let n represent this number. For
example, if n = 200 and there are 3 data dimensions, then the HDPS will consider 600 codes. For
each of these 600 codes, the HDPS then creates 3 binary variables labeled frequent, sporadic,
and once, based on the frequency of occurrence for each code during a covariate assessment
period prior to the initiation of exposure. In this example, there are now a total of 1800 binary
variables. The HDPS then ranks each variable based on its potential for bias using the Bross
formula.13 Based on this ordering, investigators then specify the number of variables to include
in the HDPS model, which is represented by k.
1.3) Machine learning algorithm library: We evaluated the predictive performance of a
variety of machine learning algorithms available within the caret package (Version 6.0)40 in the
R programming environment. These algorithms are summarized in Table 1. Due to
computational constraints, we screened the available algorithms to include only those that
were computationally less intensive. Because of the large size of the data, we used leave group
out (LGO) cross-validation instead of V-fold cross-validation to select the tuning parameters for
each individual algorithm. We randomly selected 90% of the training data for model training
and 10% of the training data for model tuning and selection. For clarity, we refer to these
subsets of the training data as the LGO training set and the LGO validation set, respectively.
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After the tuning parameters are selected, we fit the selected models on the entire training set
and assess the models on the testing set. The split could be different for different algorithms.
Table 1. Summary of Methods Evaluated in Data Applications and Plasmode Simulations
Application
Data application
Individual
learners:

HDPS
algorithms:

Ensemble
methods:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.

1.
2.

Plasmode simulation
HDPS 25
HDPS 100
HDPS 200
HDPS 300

Model Name

Abbreviation

Bayesian Generalized Linear Model
Decision Trees and Rule-based Models for Pattern Recognition
Single C5.0 Ruleset
Single C5.0 Tree
Conditional Inference Tree
Multivariate Adaptive Regression Spline
Boosted Generalized Linear Model
Penalized Discriminant Analysis
Shrinkage Discriminant Analysis
Flexible Discriminant Analysis
LASSO and Elastic-Net Regularized Generalized Linear Models
Penalized Discriminant Analysis
Stepwise Diagonal Linear Discriminant Analysis
Stochastic Gradient Boosting
Multivariate Adaptive Regression Splines
Boosted Logistic Regression
Penalized Multinomial Regression
Penalized Logistic Regression
Classification and Regression Trees
Stepwise Diagonal Quadratic Discriminant Analysis
Generalized Linear Model
Nearest Shrunken Centroids
Cost-Sensitive Classification and Regression Trees

bayesglm
C5.0
C5.0Rules
C5.0Tree
ctree2
earth
glmboost
pda
sda
fda
glmnet
pda2
sddaLDA
gbm
gcvEarth
LogitBoost
multinom
Plr
rpart
sddaQDA
glm
Pam
rpartCost

High-dimensional propensity score (HDPS) is used to generate proxy
confounding variables, which are then included in a logistic propensity
score model. A number of HDPS models were fit where we varied the
tuning parameters n (number of variables within each data dimension)
and k (total number of variables included for adjustment).

HDPS

Super Learner (SL) 1: Included all 23 individual machine learning
algorithms in the SL library
Super Learner 2: Included all 23 individual machine learning algorithms in
the SL library plus the HDPS algorithms with different tuning parameters
in its SL library

SL1

Logistic PS model controlling for 25 HDPS selected variables
Logistic PS model controlling for 100 HDPS selected variables
Logistic PS model controlling for 200 HDPS selected variables
Logistic PS model controlling for 300 HDPS selected variables
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SL2

Table 1. Summary of Methods Evaluated in Data Applications and Plasmode Simulations
Application
HDPS 400
HDPS 500
HDPS SL
CTMLE 10

Model Name
Abbreviation
Logistic PS model controlling for 400 HDPS selected variables
Logistic PS model controlling for 500 HDPS selected variables
SL is run on the library of HDPS models
Collaborative targeted maximum likelihood estimation (CTMLE) with
patience setting of 10
CTMLE 50
CTMLE with patience setting of 50
LASSO HDPS
Outcome LASSO regression combined with HDPS generated variables
Note: This table is divided into 2 domains: (1) data application and (2) plasmode simulation. In the data application, we
evaluated the predictive performance of a variety of machine learning algorithms, logistic high-dimensional propensity score
models, and novel ensemble approaches that combine these 2 approaches using SL on 3 empirical data sets. We then used
plasmode simulations to evaluate the performance of combining the HDPS with SL for causal estimation and compared this
approach with 2 novel approaches that can also accommodate the HDPS and have been shown to perform well in the recent
literature (scalable collaborative targeted maximum likelihood estimation and LASSO regression). We did not include the 23
individual learners in the plasmode simulation because of computational constraints. However, the combination of SL with
the HDPS can easily accommodate these additional algorithms, which may further improve performance as discussed in the
manuscript.

1.4) Super learner (SL): The SL is a method for selecting an optimal prediction algorithm
from a set of user-specified prediction models. The SL relies on the choice of a loss function
(negative log likelihood in the present study) and the choice of a library of candidate
algorithms.25,27 The SL then compares the performance of the candidate algorithms using V-fold
cross-validation; for each candidate algorithm, SL averages the estimated risks across the
validation sets, resulting in the so-called cross-validated risk. Cross-validated risk estimates are
then used to compute the best weighted linear convex combination of the candidate learners
with the smallest estimated risk. This weighted combination is then applied to the full study
data to produce a new set of predicted values and is referred to as the SL estimator. The SL has
been shown to perform asymptotically as well as or better than the best-performing userspecified model in terms of minimizing the cross-validated loss function for a specified measure
of predictive performance.25 The advantage of the SL is that it is able to consider many
prediction models and take advantage of the individual strengths of the best-performing
models for the given data set.
Due to the computational constraints, in this study we used LGO validation instead of Vfold cross-validation. We first fit every candidate algorithm on the LGO training set then
computed the SL weight on the LGO validation set. This is a so-called sample split SL algorithm.
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We used the SL package in R (Version 2.0-15.0) to evaluate the predictive performance of 2 SL
estimators:
•

SL1 included only baseline variables with all 23 of the previously identified traditional
machine learning algorithms (Table 1) in the SL library.

•

SL2 is identical to SL1, but with the addition of the HDPS algorithms with different

tuning parameters in its SL library. Note that only the HDPS algorithms had access to
the claims code variables in SL2.

1.5) Performance metrics: We used 3 criteria to evaluate the prediction algorithms:
computing time, negative log likelihood, and area under the curve (AUC). In statistics, a receiver
operating characteristic (ROC), or ROC curve, is a plot that illustrates the performance of a
binary classifier system as its discrimination threshold is varied. The curve is created by plotting
the true positive rate against the false-positive rate at various threshold settings. The AUC is
then computed as the area under the ROC curve. For both computation time and negative log
likelihood, smaller values indicate better performance, whereas for AUC the better classifier
achieves greater values.32 Compared with the error rate, the AUC is a better assessment of
performance for the unbalanced classification problem.

2)Evaluating methods using plasmode simulations
2.1) The HDPS and challenges in determining the number of variables for adjustment:
The optimal number of variables to include in an HDPS model varies according to the properties
and structure of a given data set. Model selection for the HDPS is further complicated since
there is no clear approach for how to best compare the relative performance of PS models that
control for different sets of variables. Traditional approaches for PS model selection and
validation have primarily included metrics that assess covariate balance across treatment
groups after PS adjustment.33-36 While balance metrics may be the most direct approach for
comparing PS models that include a common set of variables, it is unclear how balance metrics
can inform the selection process when comparing PS models that include different covariate
sets, since these models will naturally enforce balance on different sets of variables. Here, we
investigate whether alternative data-adaptive approaches based on cross-validated prediction
diagnostics, collaborative targeted learning, and penalized regression can be combined with the
15

HDPS algorithm to potentially improve the robustness of PS estimation in high-dimensional
covariate settings.
2.2) Combining SL prediction modeling with the HDPS: In theory, analysts can combine
SL with the HDPS to simplify PS estimation in high-dimensional covariate settings. When the
optimum number of variables for adjustment is not known, analysts can run a number of HDPS
models with various numbers of variables included in them. The SL can then be run on all these
regressions to get the SL predictions. These predictions will be similar to those from the
regression with the optimum number of important variables, in terms of minimizing a crossvalidated loss function for predicting treatment assignment. A detailed description of SL is
provided by van der Laan et al,25 while Rose37 and Pirracchio et al38 provide descriptions
targeted to epidemiologic audiences.
Selection rules for PS models based on minimizing prediction error for treatment may
seem contradictory to previous studies that have discussed how the goal of the PS is not to
predict treatment assignment but to control confounding by balancing risk factors for the
outcome across treatment groups.39-41 A primary reason for this lack of correspondence
between treatment prediction and confounding control is the inclusion of instrumental
variables (ie, variables that affect treatment but are unrelated to the outcome except through
treatment). Including instruments in PS models improves treatment prediction but also
negatively impacts the properties of effect estimates.23,42,43 By first using the HDPS algorithm to
identify and rank variables based on their potential for bias, however, a variable’s relationship
with the outcome is taken into account in the selection process. Using the HDPS to screen
strong instruments prior to implementing SL prediction modeling can not only potentially
improve the correspondence between treatment prediction and confounding control but also
simplify PS estimation in high-dimensional covariate data sets.
2.3) Scalable collaborative targeted maximum likelihood estimation (CTMLE): CTMLE is
an extension of the doubly robust targeted maximum likelihood estimation (TMLE) method.28
TMLE consists of fitting an initial outcome model to predict the counterfactual outcomes for
each individual and then using the estimated PS to fluctuate this initial estimate to form a new
set of predicted values that optimize a bias/variance tradeoff for a specified causal parameter
16

(ie, the treatment effect). For a detailed discussion on TMLE and CTMLE, see Gruber and van
der Laan.26,28 Discussions on TMLE targeted toward general epidemiologic audiences are
provided by Pang et al44 and Schuler and Rose.45 A discussion on the basic logic and objectives
of the CTMLE algorithm is provided in the Appendix.
CTMLE extends TMLE by using an iterative forward selection process to construct a
series of TMLE estimators, where each successive TMLE estimator controls for 1 additional
variable and then selects the estimator that minimizes the cross-validated prediction error for
the outcome. Unlike the HDPS algorithm, which assesses a variable’s potential for confounding
through marginal associations with both treatment and outcome, CTMLE considers how a
variable both relates to treatment assignment and contributes to the cross-validated prediction
for the outcome after conditioning on a set of previously selected variables. Variable selection
methods that take into account a variable’s conditional association with both treatment and
outcome can, in theory, improve the properties of effect estimates by reducing the likelihood of
controlling for variables that are conditionally independent of the outcome after adjusting for a
set of previously identified confounders. To make CTMLE computationally scalable to large
data, the CTMLE algorithm can be modified to include preordering of variables to avoid the
iterative process of searching through each variable in the selection procedure. An overview of
the scalable collaborative targeted MLE algorithm is provided in the Appendix. A detailed
discussion on scalable CTMLE is provided by Ju et al.46
2.4) Regularized regression with HDPS variables: Regularized regression models use
penalized maximum likelihood estimation to shrink imprecise model coefficients toward zero.
Recent studies have shown that regularized regression models can perform well for variable
selection in high-dimensional covariate data sets.20,47 Franklin et al20 found that least absolute
shrinkage and selection operator (LASSO) regression may be particularly useful for variable
selection, especially when used in combination with the high-dimensional propensity score
algorithm. Franklin et al20 showed that LASSO regression can be used to identify a subset of
HDPS variables for adjustment by fitting a LASSO model to the outcome as a function of a large
set of such variables, then selecting the variables with coefficients that are not shrunk to zero
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within the LASSO model. This set of variables then forms the adjustment set and can be used to
estimate the propensity score.
2.5) Plasmode simulations: We evaluated the performance of the described methods
using a plasmode simulation framework in which empirical data are incorporated into the
simulation process in order to more accurately reflect the complex relations that occur among
baseline covariates in practice.30 We constructed simulations based on the 3 empirical data sets
(NSAID, NOAC, and Vytorin) previously described. For each individual within each data set, we
identified all diagnostic codes, procedural codes, and medication claims occurring within a
prespecified washout period prior to his or her treatment index date. We selected the 200 most
prevalent codes and used logistic regression to model the observed outcome as a function of
the main effects of the frequency of these 200 selected codes and treatment. We considered
this the true outcome model and used it to create a simulated binary outcome variable
(described later). Note that the frequency variables that enter the true outcome-generating
model are not available to any of the variable selection methods; all methods relied on
categorizations of code frequencies produced by the HDPS algorithm. Also, we did not use any
investigator-selected variables in either the simulation setup or analysis since, in this study, we
were not interested in evaluating the usefulness of the HDPS beyond adjustment for
investigator-specified confounders. We wanted to create settings in which confounding control
could be attributed entirely to the described data-adaptive tools being investigated.
We created simulated data sets by sampling, with replacement, 10 000 individuals from
the original study cohort. For each sampled individual, we determined the probability of
outcome occurrence by putting the covariate values into the fitted true outcome model
previously described. We then used these probabilities to simulate a binary outcome for each
individual. We selected the intercept value for the outcome model so the overall outcome
incidence was 10% (scenario 1 in Table 1). We sampled treated and untreated individuals
disproportionately from the original population so that the treatment prevalence within the
sampled population was approximately 40%. We simulated under a null treatment effect to
avoid complications with the collapsibility of the odds ratio.48
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We considered 5 additional scenarios in which we varied the outcome incidence,
treatment prevalence, sample size, and treatment effect (Table 1). We simulated 100 data sets
for each scenario. For each, we considered 10 methods for modeling the PS:
1. HDPS 25: Logistic PS model controlling for 25 HDPS selected variables
2. HDPS 100: Logistic PS model controlling for 100 HDPS selected variables
3. HDPS 200: Logistic PS model controlling for 200 HDPS selected variables
4. HDPS 300: Logistic PS model controlling for 300 HDPS selected variables
5. HDPS 400: Logistic PS model controlling for 400 HDPS selected variables
6. HDPS 500: Logistic PS model controlling for 500 HDPS selected variables
7. HDPS SL: PSs estimated by running the SL on the library of HDPS models (methods 16)
8. CTMLE 10: CTMLE with HDPS preordering and a patience parameter of 10
9. CTMLE 50: CTMLE with HDPS preordering and a patience parameter of 50
10. HDPS LASSO: LASSO regression for the outcome using 500 HDPS variables as the
predictors. We excluded variables whose coefficients were shrunk to zero. We
included all other variables in a logistic PS model.
We used all of these, except for HDPS SL, to identify a subset of HDPS-created variables. We
then used these selected variables to fit a logistic PS model, which we used for confounding
control. We used HDPS SL to produce a new set of predicted values based on the library of
fitted HDPS models. We estimated treatment effects using PS stratification, PS matching,
inverse probability treatment weighting (IPTW), and TMLE. For PS stratification, we stratified on
deciles of the estimated PSs. We conducted PS matching using 1:1 nearest neighbor caliper
matching without replacement and with a caliper distance of 0.25 standard deviations of the PS
distribution.49,50 We implemented TMLE using the fitted PS with an intercept outcome model.
While fitting an intercept outcome model does not take advantage of the double robustness of
the TMLE method, in this study we were not interested in optimizing the performance of TMLE
but were interested in evaluating methods that can complement the HDPS to improve the
robustness of PS variable/model selection in high-dimensional covariate settings. When
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implementing TMLE for scenarios involving rare outcomes, we stabilized the estimate by
imposing bounds on the conditional mean of the outcome as described by Balzer et al.51
We evaluated the performance of the described methods by calculating the percent bias
removed and mean squared error (MSE) in the estimated treatment effects. We defined the
percent bias removed as 1 −

|𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 −𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 |

, where 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 is the true risk difference,

|𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢 −𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 |

𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 is the adjusted risk difference after implementing a variable selection strategy for
confounding control, and 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢 is the unadjusted, or crude, risk difference. In the

scenarios involving a non-null treatment effect, we calculated 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 by imputing the true

potential outcomes for each individual, then using the potential outcomes to calculate the true

treatment effect in the treated (used when calculating bias for PS matching) and the true
treatment effect in the population (used when calculating bias for PS stratification, IPTW, and
TMLE). We calculated the MSE by taking the average of the bias squared across all simulation
runs.

2.6) Software: Software for implementing the scalable version of CTMLE as well as SL
prediction modeling that accommodates the HDPS is provided online.52,53
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Results
3.1) Results from evaluation of predictive algorithms in empirical examples
Figures 1 and 2 show the computation times for the 23 individual machine learning
algorithms and the HDPS algorithm across all 3 data sets without the use of super learner.
Computation time is measured in seconds. Figure 1 shows the computation time for the
machine learning algorithms that use only baseline covariates. Figure 2 shows the computation
time for the HDPS algorithm at varying values of the tuning parameters k and n. The variable n
represents the number of variables that the HDPS algorithm considers within each data
dimension and k represents the total number of variables that are selected or included in the
final HDPS model. The computation time is sensitive to n while less sensitive to k. This suggests
most of the computation time for HDPS is spent generating and screening covariates. The
computation time of SL is not placed in the figures. SL with baseline covariates takes more than
twice as long as the sum of the computation time for each individual algorithm in its library: SL
splits data into training and validation sets, fits the base learners on the training set, finds
weights based the on the validation set, and finally retrains the model on the whole set. In
other words, SL fits every algorithm twice with additional processing time for computing the
weights. Therefore, the computation time will be about twice the sum of its constituent
algorithms, which is what we see in this study.
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Figure 1. Computation times for each of the 23 individual machine learning algorithms.

Note: Each of the machine learning algorithms is summarized in Table 1.

Figure 2. Computation times for HDPS algorithms.

Note: In the above figure, n represents the number of variables considered from each data dimension,
while k represents the total number of variables selected for confounding adjustment.
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Figure 3 shows the negative log likelihood for SLs 1 and 2 and each of the 23 machine
learning algorithms (with only baseline covariates). Figure 4 shows the negative log likelihood
for HDPS algorithms with varying tuning parameters, n and k. The performance of HDPS is not
sensitive to either n or k. In most cases, HDPS outperforms most algorithms in the library as it
takes advantage of the extra information from code data. However, in the Vytorin data set
there are still some machine learning algorithms that perform slightly better than HDPS with
respect to the negative log likelihood. We can see that the SL (without HDPS) outperforms all
the other algorithms, empirically verifying the optimal property proved by previous literature.25
The SL can do at least as well as the best algorithm in the library. The figures show that
including the HDPS algorithm improves the performance of SL. With the help of HDPS, SL
achieves the best performance among all the algorithms.
In Figures 3 and 5, we compare the performance of SLs 1 and 2, the HDPS algorithm, and
each of the 23 machine learning algorithms. Although we optimized SLs with respect to the
negative log likelihood loss function, SL1 and SL2 have outstanding performance with respect to
the AUC. Over the NOAC and NSAID data set, SL1 (with only baseline variables) achieves the
best AUC compared with all machine learning algorithms in its library, with only a slightly
weaker AUC performance than HDPS. In the Vytorin data set, SL1 outperforms HDPS algorithms
with respect to AUC, even though the HDPS algorithms use the additional claims data.
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Figure 3. Negative log-likelihood for superlearners 1 and 2.

Note: The negative log likelihood (smaller is better) for SLs 1 and 2 (described in Table 1) and the HDPS
algorithms, HDPS, and the 23 machine learning algorithms described in Table 1 (single algorithm).

Figure 4. The negative log likelihood for the HDPS algorithm.

Note: The negative log likelihood (smaller is better) for various parameter settings for the HDPS
algorithm (k represents the total number of variables selected for confounding adjustment
while n represents the number for variables considered from each data dimension).
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Figure 5. The area under curve for super learners 1 and 2 and each of the algorithms.

Note: The AUC (larger is better) for SLs 1 and 2, the HDPS algorithm with various parameter
settings, and each of the 23 machine learning algorithms (see Table 1 and Summary of key
terminology) for a summary of the algorithms).

Figure 6. The area under curve for HDPS models with various tuning parameters.

Note: The AUC (larger is better) for HDPS models with various tuning parameters (n represents
the number of variables considered from each data dimension while k represents the total
number of variables selected for confounding adjustment).
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3.2) Results from the plasmode simulations
Figures 7 and 8 show the percent bias removed and MSE in the estimated treatment
effects for each of the 10 variable selection strategies and each data set when stratifying on the
estimated PSs. Among the methods that implemented only the HDPS algorithm for variable
selection (methods 1-6, previously described), the logistic HDPS model that included 100
variables (HDPS 100) generally performed best in terms of removing bias in the estimated
treatment effect with the percent bias removed ranging from approximately 70% to 98% for
the NSAID data, 85% to 99% for the NOAC data, and 84% to 99% for the Vytorin data (Figure 7).
As we added more variables to the HDPS model, the bias in the estimated treatment effects
tended to increase. The HDPS model that included 500 variables (HDPS 500) generally removed
the least amount of bias in the effect estimates with percent bias removed ranging from 48% to
75%, 67% to 95%, and 59% to 97% for the NSAID, NOAC, and Vytorin data sets, respectively
(Figure 7).
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Figure 7. Percent bias removed for each scenario and method when stratifying on the
estimated PSs.

Note: Plots A, B, and C show results for plasmode simulations based on the NSAID, NOAC, and Vytorin data sets,
respectively. HDPS 50 is a logistic PS model controlling for 50 HDPS selected variables, while HDPS 500 is a logistic
PS model controlling for 500 HDPS-selected variables. HDPS SL combines the HDPS with SL. CTMLE 10 and CTMLE
50 combine the HDPS with scalable versions of collaborative targeted MLE with patience settings of 10 and 50,
respectively. HDPS LASSO combines the HDPS with LASSO regression.
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Figure 8. MSE multiplied by 100 for each scenario and method when stratifying on the
estimated PSs.

Note: Plots A, B, and C show results for plasmode simulations based on the NSAID, NOAC, and Vytorin data sets,
respectively. HDPS 50 is a logistic PS model controlling for 50 HDPS selected variables, while HDPS 500 is a logistic
PS model controlling for 500 HDPS-selected variables. HDPS SL combines the HDPS with SL. CTMLE 10 and CTMLE
50 combine the HDPS with scalable versions of collaborative targeted MLE with patience settings of 10 and 50,
respectively. HDPS LASSO combines the HDPS with LASSO regression.
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Among the variable selection methods that combined the SL, CTMLE, or LASSO
regression with the HDPS (methods 7-10 described previously), the SL tended to be the most
consistent with percent bias removed generally being similar to the best-performing HDPS
model. The CTMLE 10 and CTMLE 50 methods were less consistent and performed well for the
NSAID and NOAC data sets, but both strategies performed poorly for the Vytorin data set
(Figure 7). The HDPS LASSO variable selection method was also less consistent compared with
the SL for all 3 data sets (Figure 4). General patterns in bias were similar when treatment effects
were estimated through PS matching, IPTW, and TMLE (see Supplemental Figures 1-3 found in
the Appendix).
In terms of MSE, there was little difference across the HDPS models (HDPS 25 through
HDPS 500) except in settings involving smaller sample sizes (scenario 3 in Figure 8) or reduced
treatment prevalence (scenario 5 in Figure 8). For the Vytorin data set, there was an increase in
the MSE for HDPS 25 relative to HDPS 100 through 500. In these settings, patterns were similar
to Figure 7, with the HDPS 100 model performing best in terms of reduced MSE, while the HDPS
500 model resulted in effect estimates with the largest MSE. Among the variable selection
methods that combined the SL, CTMLE, or LASSO regression with the HDPS, combining the
HDPS with the SL was the most consistent in terms of reducing MSE in the estimated treatment
effects (Figure 8). We observed similar patterns when we estimated treatment effects through
PS matching, IPTW, and TMLE (see Supplemental Figures 4-6 found in the Appendix).
To better understand the performance of the CTMLE and LASSO variable selection
strategies (methods 8-10 described previously), we plotted the number of variables selected by
the CTMLE 10, CTMLE 50, and HDPS LASSO method for the NSAID data set (Figure 9). CTMLE 10
tended to select the fewest variables, followed by CTMLE 50 (Figure 9). We found similar
patterns for the NOAC and Vytorin data sets (not shown).
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Figure 9. Number of variables selected by CTMLE 10, CTMLE 50, and HDPS LASSO for each scenario when using the NSAID data set.

Note: Number of variables selected by CTMLE 10 (plot A), CTMLE 50 (plot B), and HDPS LASSO (plot C) for each scenario when using the NSAID data set to
construct the plasmode simulations. CTMLE 10 and CTMLE 50 combine the HDPS with scalable versions of collaborative targeted MLE with patience settings of
10 and 50, respectively. HDPS LASSO combines the HDPS with LASSO regression.
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The goal of the SL is to minimize a specified loss function, which in this study was the
negative log likelihood. To better understand the performance of the SL when combined with
the HDPS, we plotted the 10-fold cross-validated negative log likelihood for each of the HDPS
models (methods 1-6) and SL (method 7). Figure 10 shows that the SL performed slightly better
than the best-performing HDPS model for each scenario and data set. Figure 10 further shows
that the greatest variation in the negative log likelihood occurred for the scenarios involving
smaller sample sizes, which is likely a consequence of severe overfitting (scenario 3).
Computation times for methods 7 through 10 are provided in Figure 11. For smaller
sample sizes, all methods had similar computation times. As the sample size increased, the
computation time for CTMLE 50 increased substantially relative to the methods that combined
the SL with HDPS or LASSO regression with HDPS (Figure 11).
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Figure 10. Negative log likelihood for each of the HDPS models and HDPS SL.

Note: Plots A, B, and C show results for plasmode simulations based on the NSAID, NOAC, and Vytorin data sets,
respectively. HDPS 50 is a logistic PS model controlling for 50 HDPS-selected variables, while HDPS 500 is a logistic
PS model controlling for 500 HDPS-selected variables. HDPS SL combines the HDPS with SL prediction modeling.
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Figure 11. Computation times for CTMLE 10, CTMLE 50, HDPS SL, and HDPS LASSO for various sample sizes in the NSAID, NOAC, and
Vytorin data sets.

Note: Computation times for CTMLE 10, CTMLE 50, HDPS SL, and HDPS LASSO for various sample sizes in the NSAID (plot A), NOAC (plot B), and Vytorin (plot C)
data sets. CTMLE 10 and CTMLE 50 combine the HDPS with scalable versions of collaborative targeted MLE with patience settings of 10 and 50, respectively.
HDPS SL combines the HDPS with SL. HDPS LASSO combines the HDPS with LASSO regression.
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Discussion
In this study, we used plasmode simulations based on published health care database
studies to evaluate data-adaptive approaches that can be used in combination with the HDPS to
improve confounding control in electronic health care databases. We considered strategies that
combined the HDPS with the SL prediction algorithm, a modified CTMLE that is scalable to large
data sets, and LASSO regression. While the HDPS is not the only method for variable selection in
high-dimensional covariate settings, the focus of this study was to optimize the performance of
the HDPS, as it is becoming increasingly used in medical studies utilizing electronic health care
databases.
We found that PS models can be sensitive to the number of variables included in the
adjustment set, particularly in small samples where overfitting the PS can be severe. In most
settings, combining the HDPS with SL prediction modeling avoided severe overfitting of the PS
model and tended to be the most robust in terms of reducing bias in the estimated treatment
effects. When fitting the SL, we considered only additive logistic models as candidate learners
that make strong parametric assumptions. Including interactions when fitting the SL that
accommodates the HDPS would be a natural extension of the methods evaluated here and
could easily be accommodated. However, we leave the evaluation of these methods within
more complex plasmode simulations for future work. In such settings, consideration of more
flexible machine learning models when combining the HDPS with SL may further improve
performance.38 Methods that combined the HDPS with LASSO regression or the scalable version
of CTMLE also performed well for many of the settings considered but tended to be less
consistent in terms of reducing bias compared with the combination of the HDPS and SL.
The SL focuses on selecting PS models that are optimal in terms of reducing a crossvalidated loss function (eg, the negative log likelihood) for treatment assignment. While this
strategy performed well when used in combination with the HDPS, we emphasize that selection
rules focusing only on minimizing treatment prediction error are generally not optimal for PS
validation. The inclusion of instrumental variables can improve treatment prediction while
possibly worsening confounding control.23,42 In this study, we used the HDPS to screen strong
instruments prior to implementing the SL so instrumental variables are not included in the PS
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model. This should improve the correspondence between treatment prediction and
confounding control. We found that the cross-validated negative log likelihood performed well
for evaluating PS models in settings where there were large differences in the magnitude of
overfitting between the fitted PS models. In settings where differences in overfitting were less
severe, this correspondence was less pronounced.
To what extent overfitting impacts the ability of PS models to balance covariates and
control for confounding is uncertain. Previous studies have argued that overfitting the PS model
may not negatively impact the objectives of the PS and, in some cases, a little overfitting may
even be beneficial by removing random imbalances in the data to improve the precision of
effect estimates.42 In this study we found that if overfitting became severe there was a
correspondence with increased bias and MSE in the estimated treatment effects. However, this
correspondence was not perfect and no single method was optimal across all data sets and
scenarios. While plasmode simulations allow investigators to evaluate methods in settings that
better reflect real-world practice, they also make it difficult to elucidate reasons for observed
differences in the performance across methods and are limited to the data sets and scenarios
assessed. Further, in this study we did not consider investigator-specified confounders in either
the plasmode simulations or analyses. When a substantial proportion of confounding can be
captured through investigator-identified confounders, there may be little difference in the
performance across various data-adaptive approaches. While data-adaptive approaches for
high-dimensional confounder adjustment can help improve the validity of causal inference in
medical studies utilizing large health care databases, we emphasize that these tools do not
address other important sources of bias that are common in secondary health care databases
(eg, data misclassification, informative censoring, missing data, and unmeasured confounding).
We emphasize that the greatest gains in study validity will often be gained through expert
knowledge, investigator-identified confounders, study design, and other restriction criteria (eg,
the new user active comparator design).
Finally, previous studies have established theoretical advantages of the original version
of the CTMLE algorithm.26 These studies have shown that the CTMLE has a number of desirable
properties and, in many instances, can outperform other methods for causal estimation.26,29
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The modified CTMLE is scalable to large data; however, it is sensitive to the preordering of
variables and patience parameter setting. In our work, we considered only a preordering of
variables based on the HDPS bias formula and considered patience settings that put strong
restrictions on the number of variables the algorithm could consider. We repeated analyses for
scenario 1 in the Vytorin data set using the modified CTMLE with a less-restrictive patience
setting of 100. This improved confounding control with approximately 57% of the confounding
bias removed compared with approximately 43% for HDPS 50. While patience settings that are
less restrictive will generally improve the performance of the modified CTMLE algorithm, they
can also substantially increase computation time. For scenario 1 in the Vytorin data set,
increasing the patience setting from 50 to 100 resulted in more than a 7-fold increase in
computation time. More research is needed on how to find the optimal parameter settings and
variable orderings when implementing the scalable version of the CTMLE algorithm in large
electronic health care data.

Conclusions
In typical health care claims databases with a high-dimensional covariate space of almost
exclusively binary indicator terms, there was very little to no improvement in the effect
estimation of a variety of strategies above the base-case HDPS. Combined with plasmode
simulation study findings and other empirical studies, there is consolidating evidence that HDPS
is a robust approach to confounder reduction in claims databases. However, we also conclude
that a PS model’s ability to control confounding is impacted by the number of variables selected
for adjustment and for which severe overfitting can negatively impact the properties of effect
estimates. Combining the HDPS variable selection algorithm with SL is a promising strategy for
automated data-adaptive PS variable selection in health care database studies and may be
particularly useful during early periods of drug approval when small samples and rare
exposures are common.
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Supplemental Table
Table 3. Simulation Scenarios
Scenario
Description

Sample Size

1
2
3
4
5

Treatment
Prevalence
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.2

Outcome
Incidence
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.02
0.1

Treatment
Effecta
OR = 1
OR = 1
OR = 1
OR = 1
OR = 1

Base case
10 000
Increased sample size
20 000
Reduced sample size
5000
Rare outcome
10 000
Reduced treatment
10 000
prevalence
6
Vary treatment effect
10 000
0.4
0.1
OR = 2
a
For scenario 6, the beta coefficient for the treatment effect within the logistic outcome model was held
constant at 0.693 for an odds ratio (OR) of 2. The true treatment effect on the risk difference scale varied across
data sets and populations (treatment effect in treated versus treatment effect in the population).
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Appendix
Appendix 1: Overview of TMLE, greedy CTMLE, and scalable CTMLE
Here we provide a brief overview of targeted maximum likelihood estimation (TMLE), the initial
implementation of collaborative targeted maximum likelihood estimation (CTMLE), and the scalable
version of CTMLE discussed in the manuscript.
For the discussion below, we will use the following notation:
𝑌1 :
𝑌0 :
𝐴:
𝑌:
𝑋:
𝐸[𝑌|𝐴, 𝑋]:
𝐸[𝐴|𝑋]:
𝐸[𝑌|𝐴, 𝑋]𝑛 :
𝐸[𝐴| 𝑋]𝑛 :

the potential outcome under the exposed condition
the potential outcome under the unexposed condition
a binary exposure
the observed outcome (corresponds with either 𝑌1 or 𝑌0 depending on whether the
individual received exposure or remained unexposed).
a set of observed covariates
the expected value of 𝑌 given 𝐴 and 𝑋 (the outcome model)
the expected value of 𝐴 given 𝑋 (the propensity score)
the estimated outcome model
the estimated propensity score

Overview of TMLE
TMLE is a doubly robust substitution estimation method for a causal parameter (e.g., risk difference, risk
ratio, odds ratio). TMLE consists of the following steps, which are discussed in detail elsewhere (van der
Laan & Rubin, 2006; Gruber & van der Laan, 2009; Pang et al., 2016):
1. Fit initial models for 𝐸[𝑌|𝐴, 𝑋] (the outcome model) and 𝐸[𝐴|𝑋] (the propensity score), which
we will denote as 𝐸[𝑌|𝐴, 𝑋]𝑛 and 𝐸[𝐴| 𝑋]𝑛 .
2. Use the estimated propensity score to fluctuate, or target, 𝐸[𝑌|𝐴, 𝑋]𝑛 in order to obtain an
updated estimate for 𝐸[𝑌|𝐴, 𝑋] which we will denote as 𝐸[𝑌|𝐴, 𝑋]∗𝑛 .
 This targeting step is carried out by regressing the outcome variable, 𝑌, on a function of
the estimated propensity score, ℎ(𝐸[𝐴| 𝑋]𝑛 ), while using the logit of the predicted
values from the initial estimate for the outcome model ( i.e., logit(𝐸[𝑌|𝐴, 𝑋]𝑛 )), as the
offset (for details on the function ℎ(𝐸[𝐴| 𝑋]𝑛 ), we refer the reader to van der Laan &
Rubin, 2006). This regression produces a coefficient, which we will denote as 𝜀. This
coefficient along with ℎ(𝐸[𝐴| 𝑋]𝑛 ) is referred to as the “clever covariate” and is used
for updating, or fluctuating, 𝐸[𝑌|𝐴, 𝑋]𝑛 . The model for this updated estimate is
expressed as:
logit(𝐸[𝑌|𝐴, 𝑋]∗𝑛 ) = logit(𝐸[𝑌|𝐴, 𝑋]𝑛 ) + 𝜀ℎ(𝐸[𝐴| 𝑋]𝑛 )
3. For each individual in the study population, use the fitted model for 𝐸[𝑌|𝐴, 𝑋]∗𝑛 to obtain
predicted values for the outcome under the exposed and unexposed condition (i.e., predicted
values for the potential outcomes 𝑌1 and 𝑌0 ).
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[1]

4. Use the predicted values for the potential responses from step 3 to obtain an estimate of the
causal parameter of interest. For example, if the risk difference is the parameter of interest then
the TMLE estimate would be equivalent to the expression:
1
𝑛

∑𝑛𝑖=1(𝐸[𝑌|1, 𝑋]∗𝑛 − 𝐸[𝑌|0, 𝑋]∗𝑛 )

[2]

It is important to emphasize that the causal parameter that is estimated in step 4 needs to be defined
prior to implementing step 2. This is because the targeting that occurs in step 2 is tailored for a specific
causal parameter. More specifically, the function ℎ(𝐸[𝐴| 𝑋]𝑛 ) depends on the influence curve for the
parameter of interest (Gruber & van der Laan, 2009). If two causal parameters are of interest (e.g., risk
difference and risk ratio), then steps 2 through 4 would have to be repeated since the targeting that
occurs in step 2 for the risk ratio could be different than the targeting that occurs for the risk difference.
The same argument applies when targeting a population of interest. For example, the targeting step
that occurs when estimating the average treatment effect in the population (ATE) is not necessarily
equivalent to the targeting step when estimating the average treatment effect in the treated (ATT).
TMLE has a number of desirable properties. First, TMLE estimators are doubly robust in that TMLE will
produce unbiased estimates if either 𝐸[𝑌|𝐴, 𝑋] or 𝐸[𝐴|𝑋] is consistently estimated. TMLE estimators are
also asymptotically efficient when both 𝐸[𝑌|𝐴, 𝑋] and 𝐸[𝐴|𝑋] are consistently estimated.
Overview of the original (greedy) CTMLE algorithm
CTMLE extends TMLE by estimating the PS in a collaborative manner with the outcome. In other words,
when fitting a PS model, the CTMLE algorithm considers a variable’s relationship with treatment in
collaboration with the variable’s association with the outcome.
The original implementation of CTMLE (greedy CTMLE) uses an iterative forward selection process to
construct a series of propensity score models and corresponding candidate TMLE estimators. Each
successive propensity score model that is used in the construction of a given TMLE estimator controls
for one additional variable. The CTMLE algorithm then uses cross validation to select the TMLE estimator
that minimizes a specified loss function for the outcome (e.g., the cross-validated prediction error for
the outcome, negative likelihood, etc.).
The objective of CTMLE is to improve a bias/variance tradeoff for the target parameter by identifying
the TMLE estimator that only adjusts for the subset of variables that are necessary to control for
confounding without over inflating the variance of the estimate. This is achieved by considering many
candidate propensity score models and corresponding TMLE estimators, instead of just a single fitted
propensity score and corresponding TMLE estimator. A detailed discussion on CTMLE is provided by van
der Laan & Gruber, 2010. The basic structure of the CTMLE algorithm consists of the following steps
which are outlined below:

Let the variables 𝑖, 𝑗, and 𝑘 represent the following:
𝑖: a flag variable that takes on a value of 0 or 1, indicating whether the “clever covariate” needs
to be updated
𝑗: an integer representing the current iteration (𝑗 = 1, … , 𝑘)
𝑘: the total number of variables in the dataset
1. Fit an initial outcome model for 𝐸[𝑌|𝐴, 𝑋], denoted 𝐸[𝑌|𝐴, 𝑋]𝑛 .
2. Set 𝑖 = 0 and 𝑗 = 1. If no candidate TMLE estimators have been constructed (i.e., this is the first
iteration or equivalently 𝑗 = 1) then proceed to step 2a, otherwise proceed to step 2b.
a. Construct 𝑘 propensity score models, where each propensity score model includes one of
the 𝑘 variables in the dataset.
b. Construct 𝑘 − 𝑗 − 1 propensity score models. Each propensity score model includes the set
of variables from the previously constructed propensity score that corresponds to candidate
TMLE estimator number 𝑗 − 1 (candidate TMLE estimator from the previous iteration), and
one of the remaining 𝑘 − 𝑗 − 1 variables in the dataset (note: a total of 𝑗 variables are
included in each fitted propensity score model).
3. For each of the propensity score models constructed in step 2, construct the corresponding TMLE
estimator (see discussion on TMLE above).
4. Evaluate the empirical fit for each of the 𝑘 − 𝑗 − 1 TMLE estimators constructed in step 3 and
identify the estimator that best fits the data (i.e., minimizes a specified loss function for the
outcome). The next step depends on which of the following conditions is satisfied.
a. If 𝑗 = 1 (i.e., first iteration) then select this estimator as the first candidate TMLE estimator
and evaluate the following 2 conditions.
i. If the empirical fit of the selected TMLE estimator reduces the chosen loss function
relative to the initial outcome model in step 1, then proceed to step 5.
ii. If the empirical fit of the selected TMLE estimator does not reduce the chosen loss
function relative to the initial outcome model in step 1, then use the selected TMLE
estimator to update the “clever covariate” (see discussion on TMLE above) and
proceed to step 5. (note: the updated clever covariate and selected TMLE estimator
will be used when constructing the TMLE estimators in the next iteration).
b. If 𝑗 > 1 then evaluate the following conditions
i. If 𝑖 = 0 and the selected TMLE estimator reduces the specified loss function relative
to the candidate TMLE estimator from the previous iteration (i.e., iteration 𝑗 − 1),
then select this TMLE estimator as the next candidate estimator (candidate
estimator number 𝑗) and proceed to step 5.
ii. If 𝑖 = 1, then select this TMLE estimator as the next candidate estimator (candidate
estimator number 𝑗) and proceed to step 5.
iii. If 𝑖 = 0 and none of the constructed TMLE estimators from step 3 reduce the loss
function relative to the candidate TMLE estimator from the previous iteration (i.e.,
candidate estimator number 𝑗 − 1), then set 𝑖 = 1 and return to step 3, but now

use the candidate TMLE model from the previous iteration (i.e., candidate estimator
𝑗 − 1) to update the “clever covariate” and construct the TMLE estimators.
5. If 𝑗 < 𝑘, then set 𝑗 = 𝑗 + 1, set 𝑖 = 0, and return to step 2b. Otherwise, proceed to step 6.
6. Steps 1 through 5 result in the construction of 𝑘 candidate TMLE estimators along with an estimator
produced from the initial outcome model from step 1. To select among these candidate estimators,
repeat this estimation process using 𝑣-fold cross-validation to choose the estimator that minimizes
the cross-validated loss function (e.g., prediction error for the outcome, negative likelihood, etc.).
To fix ideas, it is helpful to illustrate the basic outline of the CTMLE algorithm through a simple example.
Suppose our dataset consists of a binary exposure, 𝐴, an outcome, 𝑌, and three baseline variables, 𝑋 =
{𝑋1 , 𝑋2 , 𝑋3 }. The CTMLE algorithm will proceed as follows:














Fit an initial outcome model. This outcome model could include any combination of the baseline
variables.
Construct three propensity score models: 𝐸[𝐴|𝑋1 ]𝑛 , 𝐸[𝐴|𝑋2 ]𝑛 , and 𝐸[𝐴|𝑋3 ]𝑛
Use the fitted propensity score models to update the fit of the initial outcome model to produce
three corresponding TMLE estimators which we will denote as 𝑇𝑀𝐿𝐸𝑥1 , 𝑇𝑀𝐿𝐸𝑥2 , and 𝑇𝑀𝐿𝐸𝑥3
Evaluate the empirical fit for each of the TMLE estimators through a user-specified loss function.
For illustrative purposes suppose the selected loss function is the negative likelihood and that
𝑇𝑀𝐿𝐸𝑥3 minimizes the negative likelihood relative to the other two TMLE estimators. TMLEx3 is
then selected as candidate estimator number 1.
Now construct two propensity score models 𝐸[𝐴|𝑋3 , 𝑋1 ]𝑛 and 𝐸[𝐴|𝑋3 , 𝑋2 ]𝑛 , along with the
corresponding TMLE estimators which we will denote as 𝑇𝑀𝐿𝐸𝑥3,𝑥1 and 𝑇𝑀𝐿𝐸𝑥3,𝑥2 .
Evaluate the empirical fit for 𝑇𝑀𝐿𝐸𝑥3,𝑥1 and 𝑇𝑀𝐿𝐸𝑥3,𝑥2 . For illustrative purposes, suppose that
neither 𝑇𝑀𝐿𝐸𝑥3,𝑥1 or 𝑇𝑀𝐿𝐸𝑥3,𝑥2 reduce the loss function compared to the previous selected
candidate estimator (𝑇𝑀𝐿𝐸𝑥3 ). In this case, 𝑇𝑀𝐿𝐸𝑥3 is used to update the clever covariate. The
fitted propensity score models, 𝐸[𝐴|𝑋3 , 𝑋1 ]𝑛 and 𝐸[𝐴|𝑋3 , 𝑋2 ]𝑛 , are then used in collaboration
with 𝑇𝑀𝐿𝐸𝑥3 to construct updated versions of 𝑇𝑀𝐿𝐸𝑥3,𝑥1 and 𝑇𝑀𝐿𝐸𝑥3,𝑥2 which we will denote as
𝑈
𝑈
𝑇𝑀𝐿𝐸𝑥3,𝑥1
and 𝑇𝑀𝐿𝐸𝑥3,𝑥2
𝑈
𝑈
The empirical fit for 𝑇𝑀𝐿𝐸𝑥3,𝑥1
and 𝑇𝑀𝐿𝐸𝑥3,𝑥2
is evaluated and the estimator that results in the
greatest reduction in the loss function is selected as candidate estimator number 2. For
𝑈
illustrative purposes, suppose 𝑇𝑀𝐿𝐸𝑥3,𝑥1
is selected.
Now fit a single propensity score model, 𝐸[𝐴|𝑋3 , 𝑋1 , 𝑋2 ]𝑛 , and corresponding TMLE estimator
𝑇𝑀𝐿𝐸𝑥3,𝑥1,𝑥2 .
Evaluate the empirical fit of 𝑇𝑀𝐿𝐸𝑥3,𝑥1,𝑥2 . Suppose 𝑇𝑀𝐿𝐸𝑥3,𝑥1,𝑥2 reduces the negative likelihood
relative to 𝑇𝑀𝐿𝐸𝑥3,𝑥1 . Then 𝑇𝑀𝐿𝐸𝑥3,𝑥1,𝑥2 is selected as the third candidate estimator.
There are now three candidate TMLE estimators along with the estimator from the initial
outcome model. The above process is repeated using cross validation to select the estimator
that minimizes the cross-validated loss function.

In addition to retaining all of the properties from TMLE, CTMLE has a number of additional advantages.
First, CTMLE has a property that has been termed “collaborative double robustness” meaning that the

fitted propensity score model only needs to adjust for the residual bias that remains after partial
adjustment from the initial fitted outcome model (van der Laan & Gruber, 2010; Gruber, 2010). In other
words, it is not necessary for the propensity score or outcome model to fully adjust for confounding by
themselves. A consistent estimator can be attained through a collaborative effort of the two, even if
neither model by itself is sufficient to produce a consistent estimator. This property makes the CTMLE
more robust to model misspecification. Second, since the CTMLE algorithm is able to exclude variables
that do not improve confounding control but may increase variability, the CTMLE is more robust in
settings involving small samples and rare covariates.
Overview of the scalable CTMLE algorithm
The original implementation of the CMTLE algorithm (greedy CTMLE) is very computationally intensive
and not scalable to large healthcare databases. As outlined above, when constructing each successive
candidate estimator, the CTMLE algorithm searches through each of the variables in the dataset that
were not selected in the previous iteration. With healthcare databases containing thousands of variables
that are potentially available for adjustment, this iterative process is not computationally practical.
To make the CTMLE algorithm scalable to large data, the portion of the algorithm that requires
iteratively searching through each variable can be modified. This is done by requiring the algorithm to
select covariates in a predefined order that is specified by the user. The modified algorithm then
constructs propensity score models, and corresponding candidate TMLE estimators, according to the
predefined order.
The modified algorithm still produces a total of 𝑘 candidate TMLE estimators. However, each iteration of
the scalable version of the CTMLE algorithm only requires a single propensity score model and
corresponding TMLE estimator to be constructed, rather than multiple propensity score models and
corresponding TMLE estimators. The steps for the modified algorithm that include a preordering for the
variables are outlined below and a detailed discussion on the modified CTMLE is provided by Ju et al.
(2016):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Fit an initial outcome model for 𝐸[𝑌|𝐴, 𝑋].
Preorder the variables in the dataset based on some user-specified ordering.
Set 𝑖 = 0 and 𝑗 = 1
Construct a single propensity score model that includes the first 𝑗 ordered variables in the dataset.
Construct the corresponding TMLE estimator (see discussion on TMLE above).
Evaluate the empirical fit for the TMLE estimator from step 5.
a. If 𝑗 = 1 (i.e., first iteration) then select this estimator as the first candidate TMLE estimator
and assess which of the following two conditions are satisfied.
i. If the empirical fit of the TMLE estimator reduces the chosen loss function relative
to the fitted initial outcome model in step 1, then proceed to step 7.
ii. If the empirical fit of the TMLE estimator does not reduce the chosen loss function
relative to the fitted initial outcome model in step 1, then use this TMLE estimator
to update the “clever covariate” (see discussion on TMLE above) and proceed to

step 7. (note: the updated clever covariate along with the candidate TMLE estimator
will be used for constructing the next TMLE estimator in step 5).
b. If 𝑗 > 1 then evaluate the following conditions
i. If 𝑖 = 0 and the TMLE estimator reduces the specified loss function relative to the
candidate TMLE estimator from the previous iteration (i.e., iteration 𝑗 − 1), then
select this TMLE estimator as the next candidate estimator (candidate estimator
number 𝑗) and proceed to step 7.
ii. If 𝑖 = 1, then select this TMLE estimator as the next candidate estimator (candidate
estimator number 𝑗) and proceed to step 7.
iii. If 𝑖 = 0 and the current TMLE estimator does not reduce the loss function relative
to the candidate estimator from the previous iteration (i.e., candidate estimator
number 𝑗 − 1), then set 𝑖 = 1 and return to step 5 using the candidate TMLE model
from the previous iteration (i.e., candidate estimator 𝑗 − 1) in the construction of
the updated “clever covariate” and TMLE estimator.
7. If 𝑗 < 𝑘 then set 𝑗 = 𝑗 + 1, set 𝑖 = 0, and return to step 4. Otherwise, proceed to step 8.
8. Steps 1 through 7 result in the construction of 𝑘 candidate TMLE estimators in addition to the
estimator produced from the initial outcome model from step 1. To select among these candidate
estimators, repeat this estimation process using 𝑣-fold cross-validation to choose the estimator that
minimizes the cross-validated loss function (e.g., prediction error for the outcome, negative
likelihood).
To reduce computation time even further, the above algorithm can be modified to include an early
stopping rule. This early stopping rule is defined by an argument called “patience”, which is an integer
that is specified by the user and is applied in step 8 of the above algorithm. If the cross-validated loss
function does not improve after considering a certain number of candidate TMLE estimators (number is
specified in the patience setting) then the modified algorithm will stop and will not consider any of the
remaining variables in the covariate set. For example, if the patience parameter is set at 10, the
modified CTMLE algorithm will stop constructing TMLE estimates if the cross validated prediction error
for the outcome does not improve after 10 additional variables are considered.
It is important to emphasize that as long as there is no early stopping, the scalable CTMLE has the same
asymptotic behavior as greedy CTMLE (Ju, et al. 2016). However, the scalable CTMLE can have weaker
finite sample performance if the pre-ordering strategy is not properly designed. In other words, the
scalable CTMLE can be very sensitive to the preordering of variables in finite samples. If variables that
are not important confounders appear early in the list (e.g., instrumental variables), the modified CTMLE
may not perform optimally.

Appendix2: Description of Study Cohorts Used in Plasmode Simulations
1. Cohort 1 (NSAID dataset): Data consists of 49,653 Medicare beneficiaries ages 65 and older who
were enrolled in the Pharmaceutical Assistance Contract for the Elderly (PACE) program
provided by the state of Pennsylvania. The study cohort included individuals who initiated
either a Cox-2 inhibitor or a nonselective NSAID between 1999-2002. Initiation of NSAID or Cox2 inhibitor was defined as filling at least one prescription for an NSAID, or Cox-2 inhibitor,
between January 1, 1999, and December 31, 2002, without any prescription of an NSAID, or
Cox-2 inhibitor, during the 18 months prior to the index date (new-user design). Individuals were
followed for 180 days after initiation of therapy with the study outcome being gastrointestinal
complications. The data consists of 9,470 unique codes within eight data dimensions
(prescription drugs, ambulatory diagnoses, hospital diagnoses, nursing home diagnoses,
ambulatory procedures, hospital procedures, physician diagnoses, and physician procedures).
Each code represents the frequency of times the code appeared in the pre-specified washout
period (18 months prior to the index date). These codes were used to create HDPS generated
variables as described in the manuscript.
2. Cohort 2 (NOAC dataset): Data were collected by United Healthcare and consists of 18,447
individuals who initiated either a novel oral anticoagulant (NOAC) or warfarin between October
2009 and December 2012 after a 1 year washout period with no prescription for any oral
anticoagulant (new-user design). Data were collected to compare the effect of warfarin versus
NOAC on a number of outcomes, including a combined outcome of all-cause mortality, ischemic
stroke, and hemorrhagic stroke. Data consisted of 23,531 unique claims codes within 5 data
dimensions (inpatient procedures, outpatient procedures, inpatient diagnoses, outpatient
diagnoses, and prescription drugs). Each code represents the frequency of times the code
appeared in the pre-specified washout period (12 months prior to the index date). These codes
were used to create HDPS generated variables as described in the manuscript.
3. Cohort 3 (Vytorin dataset): Data consists of a population of elderly adults (>65 years) who were
enrolled in Pennsylvania’s Pharmaceutical Assistance Contract for the Elderly (PACE) program
provided by the state of Pennsylvania. The dataset consists of 36,122 individuals who initiated
either a statin or glaucoma medication after no prescription of either a statin or glaucoma
medication within the 12 months prior to the index date (new-user design). Individuals were
followed to evaluate the protective effect of initiating statin therapy on all-cause mortality. The
data consists of 9,470 unique codes within eight data dimensions (prescription drugs,
ambulatory diagnoses, hospital diagnoses, nursing home diagnoses, ambulatory procedures,
hospital procedures, physician diagnoses, and physician procedures). Each code represents the
frequency of times the code appeared in the pre-specified washout period (12 months prior to
the index date). These codes were used to create HDPS generated variables as described in the
manuscript.

Appendix 3: Imputing Potential Outcomes from Simulated Data
Recall that for the plasmode simulations constructed in the manuscript, treatment assignment was not
simulated and was a function of the true underlying covariate associations in the data. However, the
outcome variable was simulated and was a function of a known parametric logistic model. Because the
“true” outcome model was known, this model could be used to impute the potential outcomes for each
individual under alternative treatment conditions. These potential outcomes, in turn, could be used to
calculate the value of the true causal parameter of interest (e.g., risk difference).
Here we provide a simple example of imputing potential outcomes from the “true” outcome model to
obtain the value of the causal parameter of interest.
For the discussion below, we will use the following notation:
𝑌1 :
𝑌0 :
𝐴:
𝑌:

the potential outcome under the exposed condition
the potential outcome under the unexposed condition
a binary exposure
the observed outcome (corresponds with either 𝑌1 or 𝑌0 depending on whether the
individual received exposure or remained unexposed).
𝑋: a set of observed covariates
𝐸[𝑌|𝐴, 𝑋]: the expected value of 𝑌 given 𝐴 and 𝑋 (the outcome model)

Suppose our dataset consists of a binary exposure, 𝐴, an outcome, 𝑌, and three baseline variables, 𝑋 =
{𝑋1 , 𝑋2 , 𝑋3 }. Further, suppose that the true data generating model for outcome probabilities can be
expressed as:
𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑖𝑡(𝐸[𝑌|𝐴, 𝑋1 , 𝑋2 , 𝑋3 ]) = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1 𝑋1 + 𝛽2 𝑋2 + 𝛽3 𝑋3 + 𝛽𝐴 𝐴

[1]

The model expressed in Equation 1 can be used to produce outcome probabilities for each individual
under the exposed (𝐴 = 1) and unexposed (𝐴 = 0) condition. For example, suppose the beta
coefficients in Equation 1 are equal to the following:
𝛽0 = 0
𝛽1 = 0.2
𝛽2 = 0.1
𝛽3 = 0.4
𝛽𝐴 = −0.3
The “true” outcome probability for each individual can be computed by simply plugging in their specific
covariate values and exposure status into Equation 1. For example, suppose that the first subject in the
dataset has 𝑋1 = 1, 𝑋2 = 1, 𝑋3 = 0, and 𝐴 = 1. Then the predicted outcome probability for subject 1
would be:
𝐸[𝑌|𝐴 = 1, 𝑋1 = 1, 𝑋2 = 1, 𝑋3 = 0] = 𝐸[𝑌1 |𝑋1 = 1, 𝑋2 = 1, 𝑋3 = 0]

= expit[0.2(1) + 0.1(1) − 0.3(1)] = 0.5
Because subject 1 received exposure, their observed outcome probability is equivalent to their potential
outcome probability under the exposed condition as illustrated above. To obtain their counterfactual
outcome probability under no exposure, we would simply plug in a value of 0 for exposure status:
𝐸[𝑌0 |𝑋1 = 1, 𝑋2 = 1, 𝑋3 = 0] = expit[0.2(1) + 0.1(1)] ≈ 0.57
Table 1 below shows the counterfactual outcome probabilities for three individuals in a hypothetical
dataset, along with their observed outcome probability and baseline covariate values.
Table 1. Counterfactual outcome probabilities for a hypothetical dataset.
Subject
𝐸[𝑌|𝐴𝑖 , 𝑋1𝑖 , 𝑋2𝑖 , 𝑋3𝑖 ] 𝐸[𝑌0 |𝑋1𝑖 , 𝑋2𝑖 , 𝑋3𝑖 ]
𝑋1𝑖
𝑋2𝑖
𝑋3𝑖
𝐴
1
1
1
0
1
0.5
0.57
2
1
0
0
0
0.55
0.55
3
0
1
1
0
0.62
0.62

⋮

⋮

⋮

⋮

⋮

⋮

⋮

𝐸[𝑌1 |𝑋1𝑖 , 𝑋2𝑖 , 𝑋3𝑖 ]
0.5
0.48
0.55

⋮

The counterfactual outcome probabilities can then be used to generate counterfactual outcomes under
exposed and unexposed conditions for each individual. These counterfactual outcomes can then be used
to calculate the unbiased or “true” value of the causal parameter of interest. For example, if the
parameter of interest is the risk difference, this would be obtained through the expression:
1
𝑛

∑𝑛𝑖=1(𝑌1𝑖 − 𝑌0𝑖 )

Where n is the number of individuals in the dataset. Equivalently, the counterfactual outcome
probabilities could be used directly in the calculation of the value for the causal parameter of interest.
For example, if the risk difference is again the desired parameter, this would be obtained through the
expression:
1
𝑛

∑𝑛𝑖=1(𝐸[𝑌1 |𝑋1𝑖 , 𝑋2𝑖 , 𝑋3𝑖 ] − 𝐸[𝑌0 |𝑋1𝑖 , 𝑋2𝑖 , 𝑋3𝑖 ])

The calculated value for the causal parameter of interest can be considered the “truth” and used as the
benchmark when calculating bias and mean squared error in simulations that evaluate the performance
of various statistical models.

Appendix 4: Supplemental Figures

Appendix Figure 1. Percent bias removed for each scenario and variable selection method
when matching on the estimated propensity scores. Plots A, B, and C show results for plasmode
simulations based on the NSAID, NOAC, and Statin datasets, respectively.

Appendix Figure 2. Percent bias removed for each scenario and variable selection method
when using IPTW to implement the estimated propensity scores. Plots A, B, and C show results
for plasmode simulations based on the NSAID, NOAC, and Statin datasets, respectively.

Appendix Figure 3. Percent bias removed for each scenario and variable selection method
when using TMLE to implement the estimated propensity scores. Plots A, B, and C show results
for plasmode simulations based on the NSAID, NOAC, and Statin datasets, respectively.

Appendix Figure 4. Mean squared error (MSE) for each scenario and variable selection method
when matching on the estimated propensity scores. Plots A, B, and C show results for plasmode
simulations based on the NSAID, NOAC, and Vytorin datasets, respectively.

Appendix Figure 5. Mean squared error (MSE) for each scenario and variable selection method
when using IPTW to implement the estimated propensity scores. Plots A, B, and C show results
for plasmode simulations based on the NSAID, NOAC, and Vytorin datasets, respectively.

Appendix Figure 6. Mean squared error (MSE) for each scenario and variable selection method
when using TMLE to implement the estimated propensity scores. Plots A, B, and C show results
for plasmode simulations based on the NSAID, NOAC, and Vytorin datasets, respectively.
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